
 
Noises in the room 
 

Suggested strategies: Have you thought about? 

Computers 
Projectors 
Air conditioning 
Radiators  
Machinery/noisy equipment (e.g. clocks) 
Network servers 
 
 

 Switching off equipment when they are not in use  
 Seat student away from these noise sources 
 Thinking about carpet areas and table positioning. 
 Changing clock to a silent/ non-ticking clock 
 Timing of when the heating comes on. 
 Heater turned off during teacher input 
 Projector: keep filters clean, check fans, replace units.  
 Service equipment regularly 
 Boxing in servers

Working class noise levels high 
 
Teacher voice 
 
Chatting/ whispering at desks while teacher is talking 
 

 Visual indicators of noise levels and definition of “acceptable” 
levels  

 INSET to staff/children 
 Too Noisy starter/ pro app 
 Traffic light systems 
 Possibly keeping the door open to let out some of the noise. 
 Teachers being aware of the level of their voice. 
 ‘Classroom voices’

Scraping chair legs 
Pen clattering 
Hard surface tops 
Table tops 
 

 Hush ups/ tennis balls on the chair legs 
 Replace rubber stoppers in the chairs  
 Fabric underneath pencil pots/equipment 
 Soft Fabric on tables and surfaces  

Computer/iPad trolleys  Seals around the doors 
 Door closures

Doors banging  Check door closures are working effectively and quietly. adjust 
as necessary. 

Other equipment (lava lamps, fish tanks, pillar drills)  Switch off during teaching and listening times



 Place then on a mat to absorb sound. 
Window coverings: Venetian blinds or roller blinds  Acoustic vertical blinds, acoustic curtains (real or false)
Pupil feet  Use of slippers, plimsols, soft sole shoes. 
Noises outside the room 
 

Suggested strategies: Have you thought about? 

Gym/Hall 
Dining room  
Classroom next door 
Students outside chatting/shouting 

 Close doors during teaching times 
 

 INSET to teaching staff 

Road Traffic (going past the school) 
 

 Close windows during teaching times 
 Landscaping mounds 

Sports field (wind, traffic noise, noise from other games/ 
teams) 
 

 Keep student away from noise sources  

Toilets/Hand driers 
 

 Use paper towels during lessons rather than blow driers if the 
classroom is near the toilets?

Corridors (open doors) 
Stairs and stairwells  

 Putting displays in corridors and halls 
 Close windows and through doors 
 Keeping door shut to reduce the noise coming into the 

classroom.
Noise from above or below the classroom  Seek advice re acoustic treatment.  

 Ensure room above is carpeted. 
 Check that classroom noise is being well managed but 

teachers in adjoining rooms and share advice above if 
necessary. 

 
Room Design Challenges  Suggested strategies: Have you thought about?
Ceilings 
Wood, smooth plaster, wood panelling, high or sloping 
ceilings 

 Sound boards 
 Suspended ceilings  
 Acoustic tiling/clouds



 Display work from ceiling, for example, washing lines 
 Soundfield systems  
 Positions of tables within the classroom and teaching space. 
 Hanging fabric/ baffles

Doors 
Gaps around doors 
Thin doors 
Glass doors  

 Soundfield  
 Organisation of the classroom 
 Acoustic door seals  
 Display boards or fabric on doors 
 Solid doors more effective than lighter doors with thin glazed 

panels 
 Adding plywood facings to thinner doors if the hinges are 

strong enough
Windows  
Lots of windows 
No window covers  
No Double Glazing  
 

 Blinds/ curtains at the windows. 
 Curtains 
 High capital cost but consider double or thermal sound glass. 

Floors 
Tile, parquet/ wooden, lino/ vinyl, cement, hard floors 
Thin/ old carpet 

 Hush ups/ plastic buffers on chairs and table legs 
 Carpet area or rug for main teaching 
 Whole class awareness and strategies for moving around the 

room. 
 Thinking about when students move around the room. 
 Replace flooring with carpet. 
 Acoustic lino.

Walls 
Painted brick, (no plaster), smooth plaster, cement. 
Thin walls between classrooms/ intervention rooms 
 

 Display boards/ cork boards 
 Fabric/ Hessian on boards 
 Displays on walls/ Back boards 
 Bookshelves/books 
 Fabric/ drapes on walls. 
 Acoustic panels.

Room Shape Challenges Suggested Strategies: Have you thought about?



Large classrooms  Thinking about where the teaching area is and how the tables 
are organised. Is the main teaching on the carpet or at tables? 

 Soft furnishings 
 Install Soundfield system in the classroom. 
 Is there a quieter space somewhere in the room? Particularly 

in a Foundation classroom.
Small classrooms  Quiet place for the child to work if the noise level is too high. 

 Awareness of background noise 
 Think about whether the classroom door is open or closed. 
 Classroom strategies to support positive learning environment 

for all. 
 Organisation of movement around the room. 

Open plan classrooms   Sectioning off areas of the classroom. 
 Having a quiet area for children to work.  
 Co-ordinate teaching if in an open plan area- don’t start music 

if other class is reading! 
 Quiet areas within the classroom or outside for focused 

teaching or phonic work.  
 Creating local snug areas using furniture such as bookcases 

and cupboards 
 Use of full height double partitions.

Old buildings/ echoic room  Use of fabric drape, curtains and blinds on the windows 
 Display boards with lots of paper on the walls 
 Ceiling boards/ suspended ceiling 
 Seals around the doors. 
 Soundfield system 

Temporary classrooms/ Portacabins  Keeping windows and doors shut 
 Managing movement within the classroom 
 Rug for carpet time 
 Classroom management of noise levels 
 Display boards



 Hush-ups/ plastic buffers/ soft pads on chairs and tables legs 
Intervention/small rooms   All advice for rooms above remains pertinent.  

 A sign, with a timetable on it on the door to prevent repeated 
and unwanted interruption!

 


